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ABSTRACT

Researches in Information Technology have been subjected to a tremendous speed-up in recent years mainly due to the affordability of the technology and consequently, to a strongly increased interest of users. In addition, the security systems which imply networks have increased rapidly. Currently, many organizations provide extensive network services to their staff. This poses a problem of securing access to the organization networks. Therefore, authentication has become an inevitable reality in the design of such systems. The research sought for the best authentication mechanism suitable for organizations generally, and to university campuses, particularly. The result is an authentication scheme based on IPSec and IEEE 802.1x technology. The scheme provides secure access to users engaged in the network connection. It implements a two-factor authentication. The first factor is the network policy combination which the user provides prior logging onto the system. The second factor is the certificates that are stored locally in a client’s desktop/laptop. The mechanism involved in the authentication is based on EAP-TLS, which is a type of authentication method provided by IEEE 802.1x technology. The result of the implemented system is a highly secured scheme that provides both user and computer (machine) authentication. Only legitimate users with legitimate machines (computers) can access the organization network system in an authorized way.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Nowadays communication is very important. It leads to exchange information between people, organization and worlds. In fact most organization they use computer in order to communicate. However most of this computer is connected to each other and to the internet, as a result it can communicate with rest of the world. That communication attracts a lot of group to develop malicious program or unwanted software to harm computer network. And that will lead to communication & network failure in the organization, which it will cost the organization time, money and lack of availability, integrity & confidentiality of the network system.

Basically authentication & Network Access Control (NAC) come as security solution for network administrator fundamental proposal behind NAC is that when a user dials into a network, the server will validate & authenticate the user's machine to make sure that it’s authenticate as the other computers on the same network. If the machine successfully authenticated and validated, then the user is granted access to the rest of the network. If the machine's not authenticated or validate then, then the machine is not accessing until the user it authenticate & validate. Figure 1.1 below it show example of the authentication & validation.
Figure 1.1: Machine is not accessing the network because it’s not authenticate & validate from the server

1.2 Background Problem

Most users are authenticated and allowed access to network only on the basis of their identity. They can prove that they are who they say they are, and that's good enough for a lot of deployments. But problematically, no effort is made to verify that their hardware and software on their machines meets a certain baseline requirement to access the network. For example a normal user access a network by authenticate himself but inside his machine unwanted software application installed or Trojan infection, that will produce a lot of problem to the network and other machines.

Most administrators work hard to make sure that software on workstations is kept up to date. Simply it’s very difficult to have a secure network unless workstations are secure. Keeping workstations secure means keeping the operating system and
applications up to date with the latest patches and loading the latest definitions for anti-virus and anti-spyware programs.

As hard as it is keeping workstations on network up to date, it's practically impossible to ensure that remote workstations or large number of machine such as laptops and home computers connecting via virtual private network (VPN) are up to date. For example typical home machine has no virus protection and is infected with about 800 different types of spyware and other Trojans. Can you imagine if this machine access to the network. In fact if a network have large number of computers, and one machine been infected it will be very difficult for the network administrator to check every machine physically; the successful of find the infected machine will be very low, because of the large computers number. And if the administrator find the machine, by the time been the network is already infected with the Trojan and viruses.

The basic idea in controlling large network is to access control the network. Network access control (NAC) is a computer networking design and set of protocols used to define how to secure the network from infected machine. NAC might integrate the automatic remediation process as in fixing the infected machine before allowing access the into the network systems, allowing the network infrastructure such as routers, switches and firewalls to work together with back office servers and end user computing equipment to ensure the information system is operating securely before interoperability is allowed.

Network access control aims to do exactly what the name implies. Control access to a network with policies, including pre-admission endpoint security policy checks and post-admission controls over where users and devices can go on a network and what they can do.
1.3 Problem Statement

Most of the time networks administrators have difficulty of examine the machine in the network, especially in local area network (LAN). Indeed nowadays with all this groups and people who develop different malicious software and program that harm computers & networks is very difficult to validate and examine each machine. And those arguments produce question need to consider by the organization:

- How the administrator going to manage and secure the network?

1.4 Project Objective

This project covers the implementation of a network quarantine authentication scheme with IEEE802.1x over local area network. The goal is to make the client and the machine authentications together, so only authorized client with authorized machine (desktop) can access the network. The client authentication involves a set of policy and the machine authentication requires the physical possession of the certificate, which is stored in each authorized machine. The project has the following objectives to be achieved:

1. Study the authentication methods.
2. Recommend implementation authentication scheme
3. Implement the recommend authentication scheme.
4. To achieve centralized network management.
5. Provide mutual authentication by authenticate the client.
In easy way when a user dials into network, a server will authenticate & validate the user's PC to make sure that only validate user enter the network. If the machine passes the test, then the user is granted access to the rest of the network. If the machine's security isn't quite up to the network standard, then the machine is not accessing until the user repair the machine & installs the necessary matter. Figure 1.2 below show that a client been rejected from access local area network because he didn’t fulfill the security requirement.

**Figure 1.2:** PC0 only can access the network if the machine fulfills the security requirement

### 1.5 Project Scope

This project is lab based focuses on authentication & access control in local area network (LAN) in the same department based on examines the client or the user. That’s done by after study & implementing the security mechanism needed. Mostly network
This project will not cover the wide area network (WAN), metropolitan area network (MAN) and wireless network.

This project focuses on the authentication over LAN network. This is done by implementing the IEEE Std. 802.1x - 2004. IEEE 802.1x is also called a port-based network access control. The supplicant (client) logs indirectly through RADIUS (Authentication) server to the network. The network (internet) port is kept in unauthorized state until the RADIUS verifies the identity of the client (Figure 3(a)). Once it is verified the port changes to authorized state (Figure 1.3 (b)). The Figure below illustrates this.

![Figure 1.3: (a) unauthorized state port (b) authorized state port](image)

### 1.6 Importance of This Study

This study will help the network administrator to secure the network by authenticate and authorized the user, if the user want access the network. In fact the study will help to discuss network quarantine.

This study concerned for Network and system administrators who want to enforce system health requirements for client computers connecting to the networks such as:
• Ensure the health of desktop computers on the local area network (LAN) or any user want access the network.
• Determine the health and restrict access of laptops brought to an organization by visitors and partner.

This study is very important for organization that want secure and ensure that the network based on examine the user are healthy with no trouble or unwanted application.

1.7 Summary

The purpose of this overview is a plan to secure local area network (LAN) by using network quarantine method. Discuss in the introduction the definition of network quarantine. In fact it shows in the problem statement how it’s difficult for the network administrator to secure and manage the network. This project set an objective to achieve and scope, one of the objectives is to implement network quarantine method in LAN.
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